
React



What is React?
» A JavaScript library for frontend development that 

allows for greater flexibility and fluidity when 
developing widgets and web apps.

» Specifically, for building user interfaces
» Putting the V in MVC



How to install and use React?





What’s the solution to this problem?



So what do we use for backend?
» Redux. Redux apps can be written in Angular, Ember, 

JQuery, or Vanilla JS. However, Redux works especially 
well with React because React allows you to describe UI 
as a function of state, and Redux emits state updates in 
response to actions.

» Redux controls an app’s state changes, while React 
renders the view of the states.

» React handles the view, and Redux handles the model 
and controller part of the MVC model.

» You can actually use any server as a backend
⋄ React is simply a JavaScript library



What is Redux?
» Redux is a framework that controls 

states in a JavaScript app. 
» Action creators = tells the store what 

happened in the app
» Store = keeps track of state
» Reducers = updates state in store
» Redux DevTools Chrome extension is 

handy for visualizing state



Why use React?
» Scalable
» Virtual DOM

⋄ React computes a new virtual 
DOM, compares differences, 
then renders the updated DOM

» Component Based
» Can be used for a single app

⋄ Or for your whole site



JSX

» JSX elements
» JavaScript with HTML/XML sprinkled in
» Syntactic sugar for JavaScript
» Compiles to JavaScript



React Pros & Cons
» Hot loading
» Saves state for a 

multi-part application
» Uses virtual DOM

⋄ Can update fast
» Separation of data and 

presentation
» JSX allows you to mix 

HTML with JavaScript

» Hard for beginners
⋄ JSX
⋄ Complicated 

installation process
» Not static front-end; must 

use localhost to view.
» Still new and growing
» Build tools needed



The Virtual DOM
» What is the DOM?

⋄ Document Object Model
⋄ Allows JS to control the HTML

» “Diffing”
⋄ Changes to the real DOM are slow
⋄ Changes to the virtual DOM are fast

Source: https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_htmldom.asp



Code Demonstration
» https://codepen.io/ericnakagawa/pen/ALxakj?edit

ors=1010

https://codepen.io/ericnakagawa/pen/ALxakj?editors=1010
https://codepen.io/ericnakagawa/pen/ALxakj?editors=1010
https://codepen.io/ericnakagawa/pen/ALxakj?editors=1010


Team Communication!
» Slack

⋄ ToDo App Integration
» Google Slides/Google Docs
» Facebook Messenger





Why is React the best?



Alternatives to React
» AngularJS
» EmberJS
» Both are frameworks. Sad!





Questions?


